
Custom Hot Stamp Guide

1. Maximum diameter imprint area :                 Golf Discs - 5 1/4”
Minis - 2 3/8”

Pulsar/Supernova - 6 ½”

2. Designs need to be submitted as 100% black on white, camera ready art, with no grayscale. 300 ppi or 
     higher is necessary to achieve a good stamp. We prefer electronic submissions to speed up the process, 
     if that is not possible, we can accept clean hard copies of your design.

3. Avoid solid coverage areas larger than a thumbnail.
    Large solid areas do not stamp well because air gets
    trapped and causes unwanted drop outs. Outlining
    can help in most cases.   

*Minimum line width:    .5 points,  0.007”
*Maximum line width:   18 points,  0.25”

4. Areas of detail that are too small may bridge (�ll in). Particularly when a very �ne line is created between 
    2 dark areas. Very �ne lines in conjunction with solid areas can produce “cut-through” from uneven 
    distribution of stamping pressure.

5. Text sizes should be 12 points or higher to avoid 
     letters bridging. Select fonts that are well spaced
     within each character.

**While these are both 12 point fonts, the second example will �ll in

6. Whenever possible, leave space in the center of your design. The sprue on the underside
    of the disc can cause drop outs.

*We can work with most �le formats. Please call for assistance in design transmission.
*Custom stamping has a minimum order of 100 discs (25 discs minimum per model).  Quali�ed tournaments 
  may order as few as 50 discs (25 discs minimum per model).
*Please allow 3-4 weeks to process and ship your order.
*Call for model availability and any other questions not answered here. 
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We want your design to jump o� the disc as much as you do. A great hot stamp 
design re�ects the character of your event or club and can raise funds to make 
them thrive!   


